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We measured and calculated the transmission spectra of two-dimensional quasiperiodic photonic crystals
~PCs! based on a fivefold ~Penrose! or eightfold ~octagonal! symmetric quasiperiodic pattern. The photonic
crystal consisted of dielectric cylindrical rods in air placed normal to the basal plane on vertices of tiles
composing the quasiperiodic pattern. An isotropic photonic band gap ~PBG! appeared in the TM mode, where
electric fields were parallel to the rods, even when the real part of a dielectric constant of the rod was as small
as 2.4. An isotropic PBG-like dip was seen in tiny Penrose and octagonal PCs with only six and nine rods,
respectively. These results indicate that local multiple light scattering within the tiny PC plays an important
role in the PBG formation. Besides the isotropic PBG, we found dips depending on the incident angle of the
light. In this study, anisotropic structures were clearly observed in transmission spectra of quasiperiodic PCs.
Based on rod-number and rod-arrangement dependence, it is thought that the shapes and positions of the
anisotropic dips are determined by global multiple light scattering covering the whole system. In contrast to the
isotropic PBG due to local light scattering, we could not find any PBGs due to global light scattering even
though we studied transmission spectra of a huge Penrose PC with 466 rods.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.214205 PACS number~s!: 42.70.Qs, 71.23.Ft, 42.25.BsI. INTRODUCTION
Photonic crystals ~PCs! have attracted much attention be-
cause they are interesting objects of study in physics and
because of their potential applications to various optical de-
vices such as micro-optical circuits and single-mode light-
emitting diodes.1 In a PC, a dielectric constant is modulated
periodically, and band structures of light are therefore
formed. This results in the appearance of energy ranges
called photonic band gaps ~PBGs! in which propagation of
light is forbidden. A PBG common to all incident angles of
light is called a complete PBG.
In addition to many works on periodic PCs, there are
studies of optical properties of quasiperiodic PCs based on
quasiperiodic lattices. PBGs have been observed in optical
multilayers stacked according to a Fibonacci sequence ~one-
dimensional quasiperiodic PCs! when an incident light was
normal to the layers.2–5 It has also been found that the trans-
mission coefficient T is multifractal and that there is a scal-
ing of the transmission coefficient with increase in Fibonacci
sequences at a quarter-wavelength optical thickness when the
resonance condition is satisfied. Optical reflectivity spectra
have been calculated in quasiperiodic multilayers ordered ac-
cording to the Fibonacci or generalized Fibonacci sequence
when the thickness of each layer was much smaller than the
wavelength.6 Frequencies at which spiky singularities appear
in the spectrum exhibit a self-similar and nested structure.
The first study of two-dimensional quasiperiodic PCs has
been done by Chan et al.7 A quasiperiodic PC consists of
rods placed perpendicular to the basal plane on vertices of
tiles composing a quasiperiodic pattern. Their purpose is to
investigate whether a structure without periodic order can
have complete PBGs or not, and they have found complete0163-1829/2002/66~21!/214205~8!/$20.00 66 2142PBGs in eightfold symmetric quasiperiodic PCs. Afterwards,
complete PBGs have been observed in various quasiperiodic
PCs such as fivefold ~Penrose pattern!,8 eightfold ~octagonal
pattern!,9,10 tenfold,11 and 12-fold11–13 symmetric quasiperi-
odic PCs. An important feature is that the position and width
of the PBG are almost independent of the incident angle of
the light. This is in contrast to the fact that PBGs in periodic
PCs are intrinsically anisotropic due to anisotropy of a Bril-
louin zone. Chan et al. have found complete PBGs in density
of states ~DOS! of photons even in a small octagonal PC
with only 33 rods, and have argued that the short-range en-
vironment governs the existence of the gaps.7 This is differ-
ent from a case of periodic PCs, since it is recognized that
most of PBGs in periodic PCs are established by long-range
lattice periodicity. Until now, origin of PBGs in the other
quasiperiodic PCs is unknown. Therefore, it is important to
study in detail the origin of PBGs in quasiperiodic PCs.
At present, the following unsolved problems remain. In-
fluence of long-range arrangement of rods on transmission
spectra has not been studied. It is unknown whether PBGs
are formed by long-range arrangement of rods in a quasip-
eriodic PC. As for PBGs due to short-range arrangement of
rods, the minimum size of a small quasiperiodic PC with a
PBG or related structure ~a PBG-like dip, as will be shown
later! and the degree of anisotropy in the PBG or related
structure in a small PC have not been determined. Since the
PBGs in the octagonal PC with 33 rods were confirmed by
DOS, the degree of anisotropy in the PBGs was not
investigated.7 We therefore studied transmission spectra at
various incident angles in fivefold and eightfold symmetric
quasiperiodic PCs with various numbers of rods.
II. METHODS OF EXPERIMENTS AND CALCULATION
The two-dimensional quasiperiodic PC used in our study
consisted of dielectric cylindrical rods in air standing normal©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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a fivefold ~Penrose! or eightfold ~octagonal! symmetric qua-
siperiodic pattern. Figure 1 schematically shows rod arrange-
ments of quasiperiodic PCs used in the calculation. The
circles represent the rods. Rods whose y coordinates are the
same are defined as belonging to the same layer. The num-
bers of layers and rods in each PC are stated in the legend of
Fig. 1. The incident direction of the light is parallel to the
basal plane. An incident angle u is defined in Fig. 1. In the
octagonal PC, besides the eightfold symmetry, the distribu-
tion of rods has mirror symmetry with respect to a line of
22.5° in each 45° sector. Therefore, the transmission coeffi-
cient T(u) satisfies the relation T(u)5T(452u). In the Pen-
rose PC, besides the fivefold symmetry, the distribution of
rods has mirror symmetry with respect to a line of 36° in
each 72° sector. In addition, any PC with many rods satisfies
the relation T(u)5T(1801u). Thus, the relation T(u)
5T(362u) exists. It is therefore sufficient to investigate
T(u) in the range of 0°<u<22.5° and 0°<u<18° for oc-
tagonal and Penrose PCs, respectively. Two polarization con-
ditions were used in this study: electric fields being parallel
to the rods ~TM mode! and electric fields being perpendicu-
lar to the rods ~TE mode!.
The method used for the experiments was as follows.14 To
fabricate the PC, a Cu mold was first made by the following
procedure. Focused laser light was irradiated on the surface
of a 1-mm-thick Cu sheet, and holes were drilled at room
temperature in air. We utilized the second harmonics of
Nd:YAG ~YAG, yttrium aluminum garnet! laser light ~wave-
length, 532 nm!. Energy per pulse, pulse width, and repeti-
tion rate were 0.7 mJ, 12 to 14 ns, and 300 Hz, respectively.
Each hole was drilled by 999 pulses of the laser light. The
holes were arranged on the vertices of tiles in a quasiperiodic
pattern. After the Cu mold had been placed in a small vessel,
uncured polymer ~epoxy resin! was poured into the vessel
and the holes were filled with the epoxy resin. The epoxy
resin was then cured thermally in air. Subsequently, the cured
epoxy resin, together with the Cu mold, was detached from
the vessel, and only the Cu mold was dissolved in nitric acid,
resulting in the formation of an array of epoxy-resin rods,
i.e., a PC. Figure 2 shows scanning electron microscopy
~SEM! micrographs of a Penrose PC with a tile side length
a585 mm. Each rod of the PC had a radius r of 22 mm
around a half height and a length of 500 mm. The rods are
parallel to one another, while the rods are not perfectly cy-
lindrical and their surface is not smooth. However, as will be
shown, positions of main structures in experimental trans-
mission spectra are consistent with those in calculated spec-
tra. The real @Re(e)# and imaginary @Im(e)# parts of the
dielectric constant of the epoxy resin were 2.460.1 and
0.1260.02, respectively, at 40 to 200 cm21. Re(e) is almost
constant, while Im(e) slightly depends on wavelength. These
values were evaluated from transmission spectra of flat
epoxy-resin sheets with various thicknesses.
Far-infrared transmission spectra were obtained at room
temperature using a Fourier transform spectrometer ~Bruker
IFS 113v!. A mercury lamp and a 6- or 23-mm-thick Mylar
film were utilized as a light source and a beam splitter, re-
spectively. An illumination cone has a divergent angle ~full21420FIG. 1. Schematic rod arrangements in two-dimensional quasi-
periodic PCs. Rod positions denoted by circles are the vertices of
tiles composing a quasiperiodic pattern. fivefold or eightfold perfect
rotational symmetry exists only around the center indicated by the
double circle in the Penrose or octagonal pattern. The origin of the
xy coordinates is defined to be the center. The incident angle of
light is defined by u . ~a! A 186-rod Penrose PC ~33 layers! is
represented by a group of double and open circles, and a 466-rod
Penrose PC ~70 layers! is represented by all of the circles. The side
length a of the rhombi is 85 mm. The longer and shorter bars par-
allel to the x axis are the sampling lines of the Poyinting vector for
186-rod and 466-rod Penrose PCs, respectively. Their centers are on
the y axis at y52446.57 mm and 2838.13 mm, and their lengths
are 170 and 85 mm, respectively. ~b! A 173-rod octagonal PC ~19
layers! is represented by a group of double and open circles. An
octagonal pattern is formed by rhombus and square tiles with side
length a569 mm. The bar parallel to the x axis indicated by SL is
a sampling line. Its center is on the y axis at y52377.16 mm, and
its length is 138 mm. ~c! A group of double and five open circles
represents a six-rod Penrose PC, and a group of double, five open,
and ten closed circles represents a 16-rod Penrose PC. The whole
set of circles represents a 31-rod Penrose PC. The tiles of the Pen-
rose pattern are formed by two kinds of rhombus tiles with side
length a585 mm. The sampling lines SL1 and SL2 are for the
six-rod PC at 0 and 18°, respectively. The center of SL1 is at y
5226.4 mm, and SL2 is obtained by rotation of SL1 by 18°
around the origin. The sampling line SL3 is for the 16- and 33-rod
PCs at 0°, and its center is at y52106.17 mm. The length of each
sampling line is 68 mm. ~d! A 187-rod Penrose PC ~34 layers! is
represented by open circles. The side length a of the rhombi is
85 mm. The bar parallel to the x axis indicated by SL is a sampling
line whose length is 85 mm. This PC and the 186-rod PC shown in
~a! have almost the same sizes and correspond to two different
regions inside a colossal Penrose PC with 3946 rods. This rod ar-
rangement does not contain a central rod.5-2
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grids was placed in front of the PC in sequence from the
light source to a detector. A slit was placed just before the PC
so that the light would irradiate only on the PC. A Si bolom-
eter was used as a detector. The bolometer was operated at
1.7 K and covered a spectral region between 40 and
700 cm21. The resolution of the measurement was 2 cm21.
An optical path was evacuated to avoid absorption due to
water vapor.
In the numerical calculation, it was assumed that a plane
electromagnetic wave was incident upon the system. The
Maxwell equation was solved by expanding the electromag-
netic field in terms of vector cylindrical harmonics.16,17 Ex-
pansion coefficients were determined from the boundary
condition at the surface of each rod by applying the vector
addition theorem to the scattered fields from other rods. They
were used to calculate the distribution of the electromagnetic
field and Poynting vector. Then the average of the absolute
value of the Poynting vector was calculated on the sampling
lines shown in Fig. 1. The value obtained was normalized by
that of the incident plane wave so that it could be regarded as
a transmission coefficient. Due to the finite sample size, there
was additional diffraction of light, which would give the cal-
culated transmission coefficient more than unity in some
cases. Details of the calculation method will be described in
the subsequent paper.
III. ISOTROPIC PHOTONIC BAND GAP
An isotropic PBG will be described in this section. Figure
3 shows experimental and calculated transmission spectra in
the TM mode of the Penrose PCs with Re(e)52.4. The ra-
dius of the rod is r522 mm, and the tile side length is a
585 mm. The PC used in the experiment had 31 layers and
724 rods, while that used in the calculation had 33 layers and
186 rods, as shown schematically in Fig. 1~a!.18 The experi-
mental and calculated spectra in the figures have been shifted
FIG. 2. SEM micrographs of a Penrose PC with a radius r
522 mm and a tile side length a585 mm. ~a! A top view and ~b! a
side view.21420vertically at intervals of about 0.1 and 1, respectively, so they
can be clearly seen. Similar vertical shifts were performed
for other spectra presented in this paper. Each experimental
spectrum in Fig. 3~a! exhibits a dip around ka/2p;0.54,
where k is a wave number of light in vacuum. This is in
agreement with the calculated spectra in Fig. 3~b!, where T is
nearly 0 around ka/2p;0.54, as indicated by the arrow. The
spatial distribution of energy densities of electromagnetic
fields was also calculated. The energy density inside the PC
around ka/2p;0.54 is very small, indicating the existence
of a PBG. The position and width of the PBG are almost
independent of the incident angle, as has been reported for
isotropic PBGs in other quasiperiodic PCs.7–13
An isotropic and therefore complete PBG also exists in
the octagonal PC. Figure 4 shows experimental and calcu-
lated transmission spectra in the TM mode of the octagonal
PCs with Re(e)52.4, r522 mm, and a569 mm. The PC
used in the experiment had 17 layers and 873 rods, while that
used in the calculation had 19 layers and 173 rods as shown
schematically in Fig. 1~b!. A dip is seen in the experimental
spectra at ka/2p;0.50 and is in agreement with the calcu-
lated spectra, where T is almost 0 in the same ka/2p as
indicated by the arrow. As will be shown later, no PBG was
observed in the TE mode of the above-mentioned Penrose
and octagonal PCs.
As was seen in Figs. 3 and 4, the match between the
experimental spectra ~a! and the calculated ones with
Im(e)50 ~b! is not so good. Finite Im(e) is regarded as one
of the causes of this inconsistency. Figures 3~c! and 4~c!
show calculated transmission spectra with Im(e)50.12. The
other parameters in Figs. 3~c! and 4~c! are the same as those
in Figs. 3~b! and 4~b!, respectively. Most of fine structures
disappear and transmission is very small at large ka/2p ,
which resembles properties of the experimental spectra.
FIG. 3. Transmission spectra in the TM mode of Penrose PCs
with Re(e)52.4, r522 mm, and a585 mm. Experimental spectra
of a PC with 31 layers and 724 rods are shown in ~a!. The spectra
have been shifted vertically at intervals of about 0.1. Calculated
spectra of a PC with 33 layers and 186 rods in the cases of Im(e)
50 and 0.12 are shown in ~b! and ~c!, respectively. The PC used in
the calculation is schematically drawn in Fig. 1~a!. The spectra have
been shifted at intervals of 1. The arrow indicates the position of the
PBG.5-3
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consistent with the experimental ones. The dielectric con-
stant of the epoxy resin weakly depends on k, but introduc-
tion of the k dependence does not seem to improve consis-
tency between the experimental and calculated spectra. It is
considered that there are other causes of inconsistency. The
experimental rods are not perfect cylinders and have finite
length. Surface of rods is not smooth, which may cause loss
of light. There are discrepancies between the number of rods
in the experiment and in the calculation.18 The incident light
in the experiment is not a plane electromagnetic wave.15 The
resolution of the calculated spectra is finer than that of the
experimental ones.19 As a result, we could not obtain calcu-
lated spectra that agree perfectly with the experimental ones.
On the other hand, positions of main structures such as PBGs
in calculated spectra with Im(e)50 are almost the same as
those in calculated ones with Im(e)50.12. Since calculated
spectra with Im(e)50 exhibit more clearly intrinsic proper-
ties of quasiperiodic PCs than those with Im(e)50.12, we
show only calculated spectra with Im(e)50 below.
In quasiperiodic PCs as well as periodic PCs, a large ratio
of dielectric constants between rods and a surrounding me-
dium is advantageous for PBG formation. In most studies on
quasiperiodic PCs, the ratio was larger than 8.9.7–11,13 Excep-
tions are the results of 12-fold symmetric quasiperiodic PCs,
which have complete PBGs even when the ratio is 2.1.12,13
Our study has shown that complete PBGs exist in Penrose
and octagonal PCs with a small ratio of dielectric constants
~2.4!, suggesting that any quasiperiodic PC can have a PBG
in optimum choice of r/a even when the ratio is as small as
2.4.
In order to determine the origin of an isotropic PBG, we
calculated transmission spectra of tiny PCs with small num-
bers of rods. Figure 5 shows transmission spectra calculated
FIG. 4. Transmission spectra in the TM mode of octagonal PCs
with Re(e)52.4, r522 mm, and a569 mm. Experimental spectra
of a PC with 17 layers and 873 rods are shown in ~a!. The spectra
have been shifted at intervals of about 0.1. Calculated spectra of a
PC with 19 layers and 173 rods in the cases of Im(e)50 and 0.12
are shown in ~b! and ~c!, respectively. The PC used in the calcula-
tion is schematically drawn in Fig. 1~b!. The spectra have been
shifted at intervals of 1. The arrow indicates the position of the
PBG.21420in the TM mode of Penrose PCs with Re(e)53.7, r
522 mm, and a585 mm. The PC shown in Fig. 5~a! has 33
layers and 186 rods, while that in Fig. 5~b! has only six rods,
as shown in Fig. 1~c!. In this investigation, we chose Re(e)
53.7, because the PBG can be seen more clearly at 3.7 than
at 2.4. In the calculation of transmission spectra at various
incident angles, we usually fixed the sampling line. In the
case of a six-rod Penrose PC, on the other hand, the sampling
line was rotated around the origin in order for the incident
light to be normal to the sampling line. This is because a
transmission spectrum is strongly affected by the angle be-
tween the sampling line and the light direction in such a tiny
PC. In the 186-rod Penrose PC, a complete isotropic PBG
exists at ka/2p50.45–0.50. In the six-rod Penrose PC, there
is a deep PBG-like dip almost in the same energy range as
that of the PBG. In addition, the position and width of the
PBG-like dip are almost independent of the incident angle.
Similarly, a tiny octagonal PC with only nine rods ~a central
rod and eight nearest-neighbor rods! exhibits an isotropic
PBG-like dip ~not shown here!. According to Conway’s theo-
rem, any local pattern of diameter D, e.g., a six-rod Penrose
PC, repeats within a distance less than a few D’s from the
original pattern.20 As a result, large Penrose and octagonal
PCs contain many 6-rod and nine-rod PCs, respectively. It is
therefore thought that local multiple light scattering within a
tiny PC, which causes a PBG-like dip, plays an important
role in the PBG formation and that the isotropy of the PBG
stems from the isotropy of the PBG-like dip. Of course, glo-
bal multiple light scattering covering a larger region than that
of a tiny PC affects PBG formation to some extent, because
the PBG-like dip in the tiny PC has finite T and a larger
FIG. 5. Calculated transmission spectra in the TM mode of Pen-
rose PCs with Re(e)53.7, Im(e)50, r522 mm, and a585 mm.
The spectra have been shifted at intervals of about 1. ~a! A PC with
33 layers and 186 rods shown in Fig. 1~a!. ~b! A PC with six rods
shown in Fig. 1~c!.5-4
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light scattering within the tiny PC is not sufficient for com-
plete development of a PBG.
In periodic PCs, it is thought that PBGs are established by
long-range lattice periodicity. Accordingly, the origin of an
isotropic PBG in a quasiperiodic PC is different from the
origin of a PBG in a periodic PC. However, Jin et al. have
recently shown the existence of PBGs in two-dimensional
amorphous photonic materials that do not possess any long-
range order but have short-range order.21 A PBG in an amor-
phous photonic material overlaps the first PBG of a corre-
sponding square-lattice PC. Thus, Jin et al. suggested that
only short-range order of the square-lattice PC is necessary
for the formation of the first PBG. This is similar to the
mechanism of PBG formation in quasiperiodic PCs. Further
detailed investigation of the relationship between corre-
sponding dips in a local structure and PBGs in a whole sys-
tem for periodic PCs as well as quasiperiodic PCs is needed.
Very recently, Miyazaki and Segawa have studied the
scattering of plane-wave electromagnetic fields in arrays
consisting of dielectric cylindrical rods with various rota-
tional symmetries.22 A PBG was observed in the TM mode
and was almost independent of the incident direction of the
light. This PBG is probably related to the isotropic PBG in a
two-dimensional quasiperiodic PC.
IV. ANISOTROPIC STRUCTURES IN TRANSMISSION
SPECTRA
No anisotropic structures in transmission spectra of qua-
siperiodic PCs have ever been reported in previous studies.
FIG. 6. Transmission spectra in the TE mode of Penrose PCs
with Re(e)52.4, r522 mm, and a585 mm. ~a! Experimental
spectra of a PC with 31 layers and 724 rods. The spectra have been
shifted at intervals of about 0.1. ~b! Calculated spectra of a PC with
33 layers and 186 rods in the case of Im(e)50, which is shown in
Fig. 1~a!. The spectra have been shifted at intervals of 1.21420Since anisotropic structures in transmission spectra have
been found in our study, they will be described in this sec-
tion. Figure 6 shows experimental and calculated transmis-
sion spectra in the TE mode of the same Penrose PCs as
those, for which spectra are shown in Fig. 3. In contrast to
the TM mode, no PBG is observed up to ka/2p51.7. In-
stead, one or two dips at ka/2p50.50–0.60 can be seen in
each experimental spectrum. The positions of these dips de-
pend weakly but clearly on the incident angle. We call these
dips weakly anisotropic dips. In each calculated spectrum,
the dips at ka/2p50.50–0.60 are reproduced.
Similar results were obtained for the octagonal PCs. Fig-
ure 7 shows experimental and calculated transmission spec-
tra in the TE mode of the same octagonal PCs as those for
which spectra are shown in Fig. 4. No PBG is seen up to
ka/2p51.4. There is a dip at ka/2p;0.50 both in the ex-
perimental and calculated spectra, and its position shifts to
higher energy with increase in angle.
In addition to weakly anisotropic dips, there are dips seen
only at specific angles, i.e., strongly anisotropic dips. For
example, we can see a dip at ka/2p;0.25 in the spectrum at
0° of the 186-rod Penrose PC @Fig. 5~a!#. The dip is not
observed at an angle greater than 6.4°.
The transmission spectra of PCs with various numbers of
rods were calculated. Figure 8 shows calculated transmission
spectra at 0° of five Penrose PCs with Re(e)53.7, r
522 mm, and a585 mm. The numbers of rods in the PCs
were 6, 16, 31, 186, and 466. The PCs with 6, 16, and 31
rods are shown in Fig. 1~c!. The PCs with 186 and 466 rods
have 33 and 70 layers, respectively, and both of these are
shown in Fig. 1~a!. Figure 8~a! shows transmission spectra in
FIG. 7. Transmission spectra in the TE mode of octagonal PCs
with Re(e)52.4, r522 mm, and a569 mm. ~a! Experimental
spectra of a PC with 17 layers and 873 rods. The spectra have been
shifted at intervals of about 0.1. ~b! Calculated spectra of a PC with
19 layers and 173 rods in the case of Im(e)50, which is shown in
Fig. 1~b!. The spectra have been shifted at intervals of 1.5-5
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two dips around ka/2p50.45 and 0.55. These dips corre-
spond to the two dips at ka/2p50.50–0.60 in the 186-rod
PC with Re(e)52.4 in Fig. 6, and show similar weak angle
dependence. The lower dip around ka/2p50.45 does not
exist in the six-rod and 16-rod PCs but appears in the 31-rod
PC. The higher dip around ka/2p50.55 does not exist in the
six-rod PC but appears in the 16-rod PC. The transmission
coefficient in both dips decreases with increase in rod num-
ber and is very small in the 466-rod PC. Figure 8~b! shows
transmission spectra in the TM mode. As was described, a
dip at ka/2p;0.25 indicated by the arrow in the 186-rod
Penrose PC is a strongly anisotropic dip. The dip does not
exist in the six-rod and 16-rod PCs but appears in the 31-rod
PC. The transmission coefficient in the dip decreases with
increase in rod number and is small in the 466-rod PC. As a
result, both weakly and strongly anisotropic dips become
evident as the rod number increases. It should be emphasized
that anisotropic dips are not seen in the six-rod PC, in con-
trast to the fact that a deep PBG-like dip appears even in the
six-rod PC.
As can be seen in Fig. 8~a!, transmission coefficient is
very small in the two dips around ka/2p50.45 and 0.55 in
the 466-rod PC. Nevertheless, these dips are not thought to
be PBGs. A minimum of T in the dips is an order of 1022
and is much larger than a minimum of T in the TM-mode
PBG in the 466-rod PC, an order of 1026. The energy den-
sities of the electromagnetic fields were also calculated. The
ratio of minimum density in the dips to density around a dip
edge is about 1022 in the TE mode and the ratio of minimum
density in the PBG to density around a PBG edge is about
FIG. 8. Calculated transmission spectra at 0° of five Penrose
PCs with Re(e)53.7, Im(e)50, r522 mm, and a585 mm. The
numbers of rods in the PCs are 6, 16, 31, 186 ~33 layers!, and 466
~70 layers!, which are shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!. The spectra
have been shifted at intervals of 1.5. The arrows indicate the posi-
tions of angle-dependent dips. ~a! TE mode, ~b! TM mode.214201025 in the TM mode. Until now, we have not been able to
find PBGs other than the isotropic PBGs appearing already
in small PCs.
Figure 9 shows calculated transmission spectra at 0° in
the TM mode of two Penrose PCs with Re(e)53.7, r
522 mm, and a585 mm. The lower and upper spectra are
spectra of the 186-rod PC ~33 layers! in Fig. 1~a! and the
187-rod PC ~34 layers! in Fig. 1~d!, respectively. The lower
spectrum and the spectrum of the 186-rod PC in Fig. 8~b! are
the same. These PCs correspond to two different regions in-
side a colossal Penrose PC with 3946 rods. The strongly
anisotropic dip at ka/2p;0.25 in the lower spectrum does
not exist at the same energy in the upper spectrum. There-
fore, the appearance of anisotropic dips depends on positions
of PCs inside the colossal Penrose PC. On the other hand,
there are isotropic PBGs at ka/2p50.45–0.50 in both spec-
tra. Since the formation of a PBG is mainly due to local light
scattering, there is no difference between the PBGs in the
two PCs.
It is thought that the anisotropic dips are determined by
global multiple light scattering covering the whole system,
because the dips strongly depend on the rod number and rod
arrangement. This is in contrast to the fact that local light
scattering plays an important role in the formation of an
isotropic PBG. We have not been able to find any PBGs
formed by global light scattering even though we investi-
gated the transmission spectra of a huge Penrose PC with
466 rods. This is different from the case of periodic PCs in
which the PBG shows its almost complete shape in a system
with a finite rod number. In periodic PCs, lattice periodicity
is a very important factor for the existence of a PBG formed
by a Bragg-like multiple scattering mechanism. If the peri-
odicity is destroyed, then coherence in backscattered waves
will be destroyed and so will the PBGs.23 Since quasiperi-
odic PCs have no lattice periodicity, it is thought that PBGs
are not formed by global light scattering.
We can say that formation of PBGs is easy and difficult in
quasiperiodic PCs. An isotropic PBG can be formed in a
quasiperiodic PC with only a small number of rods. As for
FIG. 9. Calculated transmission spectra at 0 degrees in the TM
mode of the two Penrose PCs with Re(e)53.7, Im(e)50, r
522 mm, and a585 mm. The lower and upper curves correspond
to spectra of the 186-rod PC ~33 layers! in Fig. 1~a! and 187-rod PC
~34 layers! in Fig. 1~d!. The upper spectrum has been shifted at an
interval of 2. The arrow indicates the position of an angle-
dependent dip.5-6
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and quasiperiodic PCs even when the ratio of dielectric con-
stants between rods and the surrounding medium is small.
However, formation of complete PBGs in periodic PCs is not
so easy because of anisotropy. On the other hand, a PBG in a
quasiperiodic PC is isotropic, and a complete PBG can there-
fore exist even when the ratio of dielectric constants is small.
On the other hand, as stated above, formation of PBGs by
global light scattering is difficult.
V. SUMMARY
We measured and calculated transmission spectra of two-
dimensional quasiperiodic PCs based on a fivefold ~Penrose!
or eightfold ~octagonal! symmetric quasiperiodic pattern. A
photonic crystal consisted of dielectric cylindrical rods in air
standing normal to the basal plane on vertices of the tiles
~rhombi and squares! composing a quasiperiodic pattern. A
complete isotropic PBG appears in the TM mode even when
the dielectric constant of the rod is as small as 2.4. An iso-
tropic PBG-like dip was observed in tiny Penrose and oc-
tagonal PCs with only six and nine rods, respectively. It is
therefore thought that local multiple light scattering within
the tiny PC, which causes the formation of a PBG-like dip,
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